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Toward a Better Understanding of...

Role for Ventral Nucleus Accumbens
Dynorphinergic Neurons in Reward
Gavin Schmitz
Mentor: Michael Bruchas
Dynorphin (Dyn) is a key peptide involved in the neural mechanisms underlying
motivated behaviors. Dyn is contained in axon terminals and cell bodies located in
the nucleus accumbens (NAc), an area associated with the brain’s reward circuitry.
Recently, two distinct dynorphin-containing subregions within the NAc shell which
drive opposing behaviors were identified. Dorsal NAc dyn cell activity is consistent
with reward behavior and ventral NAc dyn cell activity mediates aversion. Release of
dynorphin in both these areas, activates kappa-opioid receptors (KOR) within both
dopaminergic and serotonergic nuclei and their ventral striatal targets; however, the
endogenous sources of dyn in these circuits remain unknown. To investigate this,
fluorescently tagged retrograde viruses were injected into either the dorsal or ventral
areas of the NAc. Retrograde rabies virus travels upstream thereby fluorescently labeling
the neurons that synapse onto the dyn-containing cells within either subpopulation
of the NAc. Additionally, non-cell type specific canine adenovirus and cholera-toxin
B viruses were used to further interrogate projections in the dorsal and ventral NAc
shells. These neurons were imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy following
tissue perfusion and immunohistochemistry. From these studies, a GABAergic neuronal
projection from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the ventral NAc has been identified.
This projection drives a robust preference behavior as measured in a real time place
testing paradigm and operant self-stimulation. These results increase our understanding
of how the distinct populations of dynorphin neurons in the NAc are engaged, recruited,
and altered in certain motivated behaviors.
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